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Introduction
During the module Golden Ratio, we listened to many interesting lectures and 
practiced applying the discussed principles by ourselves. 

The lectures were centred around mathematical principles that produce art. We 
talked about groups, like the Frieze, Rosette and the Wallpaper groups. We also 
talked about tesselations, The Heesch Kienzle theory, fractals and turtles

           
   

For this module I tried to understand all the principles handed to us, as I was ea-
ger to understand how to create these artworks intellectually rather than doodling 
with a pencil. I also wanted to improve in my programming skills. I just started 
programming in my pre-master last semester and I think there is still a lot for me 
to learn.

This report talks about the theory behind my own tesselation, the results, the pro-
gram	and	there	is	a	reflection	at	the	end.

Enjoy!

Kind regards,
Lester Moorman

Frieze groups  Tesselations 
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Theory
As my goal was to understand the theoretical principles I tried my hand at recre-
ating some of them. I especially found the lectures about groups and tesselations 
inspiring. Unfortunately I missed the lectures about voronoi diagrams and the 
golden ratio due to sickness.

Frieze groups
Characteristics of Frieze groups are that the translate in one direction only, have 
glide	reflections	along	one	line	and	only	do	180	degree	-	rotations.	I	drew	some	of	
my own Frieze groups by hand to truly understand what was going on:

Tesselations & the Heesch Kienzle Theory
The Heesch Kienzle Theory states that there are 28 different tesselation types and 
that not only the transformations matter, but also the network topology. This basi-
cally	means:	“The	way	the	figures	are	tiled	next	to	each	other“.

The theory entails a coding scheme to describe all the different tesselations. TT, for 
example, means a line and it’s translated version, C3C3 means a line and it’s 120 
degrees	rotated	version	and	G1G1	means	a	line	and	it’s	glide-reflected	version.

Since the goal was to create our own tesselation in Processing, I decided to start 
out with recreating and understanding the different types of tesselations of the 
Heesch Kienzle Theory.
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Tesselations
I started out with the ost basic tesselations from the Heesch Kienzle theory and 
tried	to	make	some	of	my	own	ideas	and	variations	of	that	specific	configurations:

 

From	there	I	had	some	inspiration	for	a	G1G1G2G2	configuration,	which	is	ba-
sically two lines with their glide-refelected version. The network toploogy of this 
configuration	features	a	tiling	pattern	where	rows	are	lied	next	to	each	other	but	
in	opposite	directions.	I	wanted	to	decorate	the	same	figure	different	ways	so	that	
one row would depict a man sitting kneeled under an umbrella and the other row 
a cloud blowing wind onto the umbrella:

Own variation of a TTTT & a TTTTTT- Tesselation
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I	really	liked	the	idea	of	the	G1G1G2G2	configuration	so	I	looked	at	the	example	
of	this	configuration	in	the	Oogway	library.	The	Oogway	is	a	drawing	language	and	
library, developed by Dr. Jun Hu. It is based on the concept of turtles. A turtle is a 
way	of	programming	from	a	first-person	perspective.

I tried for a day to create my own version of this tesselation in the form of the 
sketch in last page, but I had trouble understanding the example in processing and 
creating	the	figure.	My	intention	was	to	go	the	the		Q&A	session	on	wednesday	and	
get some input to create it anyway, but I got a fever, so I decided to do something 
more simple, to make sure I didn’t come with empty hands by friday.

I allready played 
around	with	the	Oo-
gway a bit and de-
cided to go with one 
of my variations on 
a	C3C3C6C6	configu-
ration, which basicall 
entails a line AC, ro-
tated over120 degrees 
to form line AB. From 
B, the line BD is made 
under 90 degrees from 
AB to a point D that lies 
on the directly under A, 
this line is then rotated 
60 degrees to close the 
form. C3C3C6C6 - configuration
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Spooky
My	variation	of	the	C3C3C6C6	-	configuration	
is called Spooky. As I mentioned the tesse-
lation consists of two identical lines rotated 
over 120 degrees, and two identical lines 
rotated over 60 degrees.

Since the lines feauture a number of curves I 
had to do some calculating to determine how 
to create a line with these curves and still 
form a closing framework and make sure that 
AB and DB ended up at the same coordinates 
e.g. or D ende up in a straight line under A, 
depends how you look at it. 
 

Spooky
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After creating spooky in processing, 
I	send	the	file	to	the	lasercutter	and	
painted some of them to create a 
nice aesthetic effect.

The	network	topology	of	this	config-
uration is such that if you have mul-
tipe	circles	of	6	pieces,	you	can	fit	
them together as shown below:
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Descriptive and Mathematical Modelling was one of the competencies that I didn’t 
really develop much as of yet or during my bachelor’s degree, which was at a dif-
ferent university. although the competency is much broader than covered by this 
module, I was glad I could adress it to some extent.

My main goal was to get some insight into incorporating mathematics into aesthet-
ics. I feel that this module provided a great base in the form of training of abstract 
thinking capabilities, and a deeper understanding of several mathematical princi-
ples. 

I also wanted to gain a little bit more skills in Processing along the way, since I just 
started programming last semester. 

I feel like I achieved both goals. I learned about the Heesch Kienzle theory among 
others. Some of them where not really that mathematical in my opninion, like 
Frieze groups e.g. From what I saw in the slides I suspect that the more mathemet-
ical material on the golden ratio was in the lecture on wendesday, which I missed. 
Although this could have been better and I wish I could have attented all the lec-
tures to optimize my learning experience, I still feel I learned a lot.

I	did	gain	more	skills	again	in	processing.	when	looking	at	the	examples	in	the	Oo-
gway	library	I	didn’t	understand	it	at	first,	but	at	the	end	of	the	module,	also	study-
ing the documentation, I was able to create my own work which shows my growth. 

I was a bit dissapointed that I didn’t make my initial idea with the umbrella and 
the cloud. I am more inclined to be hard on myself and feel like I could have tried 
harder if I decide to drop something. But I think, looking back, that this decision 
was necessary, I could have done it, just not within this short time.

For more skilled programmers this programming might be a piece of cake, but I 
really had to dig in to understand it. which is good for my learning experience of-
course. 

Added to that is the experience of working with the laser cutter, which comes in 
handy should I have to use it again.

Reflection
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Appendix A: Processing Code Spooky
import processing.pdf.*;
import nl.tue.id.oogway.*;

int XSIZE=int(3.6*700);
int YSIZE=int(3.6*400);

//sides	and	angles	defining	the	shape
float	AB	=	100;

Oogway	o;

//latest vertex coordinates
float	Ax,	Ay,	Bx,	By,	Cx,	Cy,	Dx,	Dy;

//for tessellating the groups of the pieces
float	hDistance,	hHeading;
float	vDistance,	vHeading;

void setup() {
  size(XSIZE, YSIZE);
		o	=	new	Oogway(this);
  noLoop(); 
  smooth();
  beginRecord(PDF, “Spooky3.pdf”);
  o.setPenColor(51, 102, 153);
  o.setPenSize(2);
}

void draw() {
  background(255);

  o.right(150);

  o.setPosition(500, 50);
  tesselate(0.65);

  endRecord();
}

void	tesselate(float	scale)	{
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o.pushState();

  for (int i=0; i<2; i++) {
    o.pushState();
    for (int j=0; j<3; j++) {
      groupPositions(scale);
      o.shift(hHeading, hDistance);
    }
    o.popState();
    o.shift(vHeading, vDistance);
    if (i%2==0) o.shift(180+hHeading, hDistance);
  }

  o.popState();
}

void	drawPiece(float	scale)	{
  o.pushState();

  // Turn the arbitrary line AB around A by 120 degrees into the position AC.

  //AB
  o.remember(“A”);
  Ax = o.xcor(); 
  Ay = o.ycor();

  o.beginSpline();
  o.forward(scale*74);
  o.left(15);
  o.forward(scale*40);
  o.right(25);
  o.forward(scale*60);
  o.endSpline();

  Bx = o.xcor(); 
  By = o.ycor();

  //AC
  o.recall(“A”);

  o.beginSpline();
  o.left(120);
  o.forward(scale*74);
  o.left(15);
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 o.forward(scale*40);
  o.right(25);
  o.forward(scale*60);
  o.endSpline();

  Cx = o.xcor(); 
  Cy = o.ycor();

  // Let D together with C and B form an equilateral triangle, which does not contain 
A.

  //BD
  o.setPosition(Bx, By);
  o.setHeading(o.towards(Cx, Cy));

  o.beginSpline();
  o.right(90);
  o.forward(scale*52);
  o.left(50);
  o.forward(scale*156);
  o.right(50);
  o.forward(scale*80);
  o.left(50);
  o.forward(scale*40);
  o.endSpline();

  Dx = o.xcor(); 
  Dy = o.ycor();

  //CD
  o.setPosition(Cx, Cy);
  o.setHeading(o.towards(Bx, By));
  o.beginSpline();
  o.left(30);
  o.forward(scale*52);
  o.left(50);
  o.forward(scale*156);
  o.right(50);
  o.forward(scale*80);
  o.left(50);
  o.forward(scale*40);
  o.endSpline();
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o.popState();
}

void	groupPositions(float	scale)	{
  o.pushState();

  drawPiece(scale);

  o.mirrorPosition(Cx, Cy, Dx, Dy);
  o.right(60);  
  drawPiece(scale);

  o.pushState();
  o.setPosition(Dx, Dy);
  hHeading = o.towards(Cx, Cy);
  hDistance = 2 * o.distance(Cx, Cy);
  o.popState();

  o.mirrorPosition(Cx, Cy, Dx, Dy);
  o.right(60);  
  drawPiece(scale);

  o.pushState();
  o.setPosition(Dx, Dy);
  vHeading = o.towards(Cx, Cy);
  vDistance = 2 * o.distance(Cx, Cy);
  o.popState();  

  o.mirrorPosition(Cx, Cy, Dx, Dy);
  o.right(60);  
  drawPiece(scale);

  o.mirrorPosition(Cx, Cy, Dx, Dy);
  o.right(60);  
  drawPiece(scale);

  o.mirrorPosition(Cx, Cy, Dx, Dy);
  o.right(60);  
  drawPiece(scale);

  o.popState();
}
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